We describe here a model for inelastic collisions for electronic excitation and deexcitation processes in a general, multifluid plasma. The model is derived from kinetic theory, and applicable to any mixture and mass ratio. The principle of detailed balance is strictly enforced, and the model is consistent with all asymptotic limits. The results are verified with direct Monte Carlo calculations, and various numerical tests are conducted for the case of an electron-hydrogen two-fluid system, using a generic, semi-classical model of collision cross sections. We find that in some cases, the contribution of inelastic collisions to the momentum and thermal resistance coefficients is not negligible, in contrast to the assumptions of current multifluid models. This fundamental model is also applied to ionization and recombination processes, the studies on which are currently underway.
I. Introduction
Modeling of nonequilibrium processes in a low-temperature partially ionized plasma is of particular interest to a wide range of technical fields such as gas discharge, electric propulsion, spectroscopic and laser diagnostics, and material science [1] [2] [3] . The complexity of the model is largely due to the characterization of various collisional and radiative processes, occurring at a wide range of spatial and temporal scales 4, 5 . Although the fundamental physical processes may be individually known, it is not always clear how their combination affects the overall operation, or at what level of detail this process needs to be modeled. The current state of the art for modeling detailed chemical kinetics of a low temperature plasma is the collisionalradiative (CR) model, first proposed by Bates et al. in 1962 6,7 . CR models are now commonly used in studies of plasma discharge, plasma-assisted combustion, and hypersonics [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The
advantage of a CR model is two-fold. First, strong deviations from equilibrium of the internal states can be captured accurately when CR models are employed. In addition, ab initio cross section data can be directly incorporated in the CR model, leading to a very accurate prediction of the thermochemical kinetics of the system.
There are, however, two issues with this modeling approach. The first arises from the complexity of the physical processes needed to be captured in the model. The required level of detail of the CR model is typically not known a priori and is possibly changing in a dynamical fashion as the system evolves in time. This can be resolved by coarse-graining techniques, which reduce the complexity of the kinetics to avoid solving a large system of equations [14] [15] [16] . The second issue comes from translational nonequilibrium, often found in a discharge, where we have both a bulk plasma (continuum) and a highly energetic component (kinetic), e.g., electrons emitted from the cathode. A proper treatment of this energetic beam-like component requires extending the solution of the CR kinetics to the so-called non-Maxwelllian regime [17] [18] [19] . These simulations are typically very expensive and therefore limited to zero-or one-dimensional systems. In addition, space charge effects within the bulk plasma can also become important, requiring further separation, i.e., ions and electrons. A natural solution to this problem is to use a hybrid approach, decomposing the system into a continuum and a kinetic component 20 . The continuum component can be solved by fluid equations, and the kinetic component by (for example) a particle method. Although the idea seems quite intuitive, proper treatment of the coupling between the fluid and kinetic components is highly non-trivial. There appears to be no unique and consistent coupling methodology, and the choice is highly problem-dependent. This coupling issue is currently being addressed by many researchers and is outside of the scope of the current work.
We are concerned here with an alternative approach, the so-called multifluid model, which decomposes the plasma into several fluid components. For example, in a discharge configuration, one could have 4 different fluids, namely the neutrals, ions, bulk electrons, and the energetic electrons. The only required assumption is that collisions among particles within the same fluid are sufficiently fast to maintain a Maxwellian distribution. The validity of this assumption is not always well known. Nevertheless this approach is attractive, since it is much faster than a fully kinetic solver, and unambiguous since at the same time, the approach relies on kinetic theory for the treatment of coupling terms between different fluids.
Furthermore, one can rely on fast implicit methods to solve these fluid equations and examine long time behavior of the system; this offers a big advantage over kinetic simulations, which are only suitable for problems with short time scales. Multifluid models are commonly used in simulations of astrophysical plasmas (see for example 21, 22 ).
The most classical work in multifluid plasma modeling is due to Braginskii 23 , who derived fluid equations for a fully ionized plasma, using a Chapman-Enskog closure. Braginskii's work has been successively refined by several authors, with particular emphases on improving the transport coefficients and/or including interaction with neutral species [24] [25] [26] [27] . Burgers, on the other hand, presents a rather general framework for the modeling of elastic collisions 28 . These include both neutral collisions and charged particle collisions; the methodology is applicable for a general system of moment equations beyond the standard five-moment model. Burgers also introduces a simplified model for reactive collisions using a Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) collision operator.
In the current work, we present a self-consistent model for inelastic collisions within the multifluid framework. The model is derived from kinetic theory and obeys the principle of detailed balance (DB), which we show to be an essential property to ensure that the system approaches the correct equilibrium limit. We focus on characterizing the exchange source terms due to collision, namely mass, momentum and energy exchanges (the hydrodynamics and transport fluxes can be added following 23 when considering a non-uniform plasma). We will show that in most cases none of these terms can be neglected, and they have complex dependencies to microscopic quantities of the interaction, e.g., multiply-differentiated cross sections. We present the general description of the collision kinematics and derive the exchange terms for the case of excitation and deexcitation processes. Although we are mostly interested here in electron-impact collisions and atomic transitions, we keep the formulation as general as possible, such that the application to other species and chemistry (e.g. protonimpact, molecular vibrational transitions, charge-exchange, etc.) is a straight-forward extension. The case of ionization and recombination, and other three-body processes, is currently under examination, using the same basic formulation presented here.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The derivation of the exchange source terms is given in Sec. II, by first introducing the description of the transfer integral, and then presenting the derivation of the exchange rates in the following subsections. In Sec. III, we show the numerical evaluation of the multifluid rates, verify the results with Monte
Carlo calculations, and perform zero-dimensional calculations utilizing the multifluid rates.
Finally, conclusions and a summary of the present findings are given in Sec. IV. We also provide several appendices to elaborate on the derivation of the exchange source terms and the description of the numerical simulation.
II. Rate Derivation

A. Transfer integral
Let us consider an inelastic collision between two particles s and t, such that the particle t changes its internal state. The particles s and t are respectively the scattered and target in the laboratory frame of reference (LAB). The former will be identified as the electron and the target as the atom, but we will keep the general s, t notation until explicit assumptions and approximations are made, such as neglecting terms of the order of the mass ratio m s /m t for final expressions. Following Appendix A, the initial velocities are v s , v t , where v = u+c and u is the fluid mean velocity in the LAB frame, and post-collision values are indicated by a prime, i.e.:
We make here two assumptions: 1) the collision produces only two particles, which may or may not belong to the same fluids as the initial reactants, and 2) the masses of individual particles are the same before and after the collision, e.g. m ′ s ≡ m s , such that mass conservation is automatically obtained. Both of these will be revisited in a follow-on paper, dealing with ionization and recombination. Defining the energy transfer to and from the internal modes to be represented by ∆ε, we have the following energy conservation constraint on the relative velocity g where g = v s − v t (see Appendix A):
For excitation, the transferred energy is a positive and fixed value ∆ε ≡ ε * , the energy gap between the levels, while for ionization it is a continuum of values: ∆ε ∈ [ε * , ε], where
µg 2 is the available kinetic energy in the center-of-mass (COM) frame. In the limit ∆ε → 0, the collision is elastic. We will keep the same relations for the reverse process, for which the primed variables are post-collision and non-primed refer to pre-collision, such that for deexcitation, ∆ε = −ε * .
We can then define a transfer integral of the collision operator between the two species s and t 28 .
where g is the magnitude of the relative velocity (g = |g|), dω is the differential cross section (DCS), and ψ is any moment variable exchanged during the collision. We now follow Appendix B, starting with the following transformations:
where the relative mean velocity w = u s − u t . The product of the two Maxwellian distributions f s · f t is expressed in terms of the product of two other Maxwellians, f V * · fg, for the COM velocity and relative velocity respectively. Inserting (B.14-B.16) into (3), the transfer integral can be written as follows: 
Note that in the COM reference frame, the DCS only depends on the relative velocities, i.e.,
, and can be expressed as:
where Ω ′ is the solid angle between the initial and final relative velocities, i.e., dΩ ′ = dρ dcos χ with g·g ′ = gg ′ cos χ. Without loss of generality, we can now choose a reference frame (LAB) such that the relative mean velocity w is aligned with theẑ axis, as shown in Figure 1 . Thus, the unit vectorsĝ,ĝ ′ are obtained by subsequent rotations of the (x,ŷ,ẑ) frame. Using the abbreviated notation c ϕ ≡ cos ϕ, s ϕ ≡ sin ϕ, etc, we define this rotation operator by the matrix:
Similarly, the post-collision relative velocity is rotated by the angles (ρ, χ), such thatĝ ′ = R(ρ, χ) ·ĝ.
Using d 3 g = g 2 dgdϕdc θ , and equation (6), the transfer integral can be written as:
Let us now assume that the moment variable can be expanded in terms of powers of V * :
where a, b, c... are functions of the remaining velocity variables, and let us perform the integration over V * . Note that we have:
the latter by reasons of symmetry. Thus, as long as ψ does not contain terms quadratic (or higher) in V * , a condition satisfied throughout this work, we can eliminate the integration over V * , keeping only the terms which are independent of V * . Also by symmetry, the DCS σ st does not depend on the angle ρ, and we can write:
where G is the angular-dependent DCS. More generally, we will define the averaging of any function ψ over the scattering angles as:
A trivial integration over ϕ yields:
We now define the following, normalized energy variables,
whereT is defined in Appendix B. Using g 3 dg ≡ 2εdε/µ 2 and a further change of variables,
we finally obtain:
with gT a thermal velocity based on the average temperatureT . Note that we have left the variable ψ undetermined, and since it could potentially depend on all integration variables (z, χ, θ), ψ must be kept inside all integrals.
We will see what simplifications can be made next, depending on which moment variables we are integrating.
The lower limit of integration, z * , is zero for elastic collisions or for exothermic reactions.
Thus, equation (13) is a general formula, which applies equally to excitation (z * > 0) and deexcitation (z * ≡ 0) 29 . Let us first consider an excitation collision:
where ℓ and u denote the lower and upper energy states, respectively. We made here the assumption that both states (ℓ, u) belong to the same fluid, so that the particle indices (s, t)
are kept the same, but this is not necessary. From eq. (2), energy conservation implies
We can then define normalized energy variables for this case, x, x ′ and x * :
Note that x (x ′ ) is the normalized kinetic energy of the initial (final) products of excitation respectively, and that x * is the normalized energy threshold, always a positive quantity. For excitation, we can use (13) with the following identifications:
For a deexcitation collision, we have the reverse (u → ℓ), i.e. ∆ε < 0:
Equation (13) is again still valid, if we now make the following identifications:
Therefore, in all cases the variable x always refers to the larger kinetic energy (before excitation or after deexcitation) and x ′ refers to the smaller value (after excitation or before deexcitation). We can therefore define two cases of (13):
where the superscripts ↑, ↓ indicate excitation and deexcitation respectively (note the change of subscript from st to sℓ for excitation, and su for deexcitation). It is worth pointing out that the averaging over the scattering angle, i.e, ψ Ω ′ , has to be done with the corresponding angular-dependent DCS G, e.g., ψ Ω ′ = 2π c χ ψG ↑ sℓ for excitation. However, from time reversal we have G ↑ sℓ = G ↓ su , so for simplicity, we do not differentiate ψ between excitation and deexcitation. Note that the integration over the θ angle remains to be performed. If the moment variable ψ can be expanded in terms of power of cos θ, we can then define the following set of functions:
where N k is a normalizing factor. In particular, we have:
In the CR model, each internal state is treated as a pseudo-species, so the rate of change in number density for each state (n ℓ , n u ) is taken into account separately. We can now examine the specific form taken by the transfer integral, according to the chosen moment variable, starting from (8), (13) , or (18) .
B. Zero th -order moment: number density
The rate of change of the number density due to an inelastic collision of type (1) can be obtained by setting ψ ≡ 1 in (13), so the average over all the scattering angle is trivially removed:
The integration over dc θ yields the function ζ (0) defined in eq. (20) . We can now express the rates for transitions between two atomic levels ℓ, u, by making the appropriate substitutions for the energy variables. For the case of an excitation (ℓ → u), and according to eq. (15), we define the variable x as the normalized kinetic energy of the reactants (s, t) in the COM frame, prior to the collision: therefore in this case, z ≡ x, z * ≡ x * > 0 and n t ≡ n ℓ . Thus,
For deexcitation (u → ℓ), the rate of change of number density follows from (17):
Both of these quantities are positive, hence the resultant rates equations are:
In the case of electron-impact processes (s ≡ e), we can neglect terms of order m e /M, and for an atomic transition between levels ℓ → u, we obtain:
where v e = 8kTe πme . In the limit of thermal plasma where multifluid effects are weak, i.e.
λ → 0, we obtain:
which is exactly the expected result for a single-fluid plasma.
Using the Klein-Rosseland relation for detailed balance 30 ,
where g ℓ , g u are the degeneracies of the lower and upper atomic levels respectively, we can write the excitation rate as follows:
One can then easily extract reaction rates, for example:
It is instructive to consider the ratio of these rates:
The first term in brackets is the traditional Boltzmann equilibrium relation; the second term contains the correction due to the multifluid effects, and appears only through the ζ 
Thus, we recover the expression for Boltzmann equilibrium in the thermal (single-fluid) limit (λ → 0). Note that the correction term increases with the energy threshold, i.e. transitions between high levels (x * → 0) will not be affected very much by the multifluid effects, while the impact will be stronger for excitation from low energy levels, with high energy gaps. For elastic collisions (x * = 0), the ratio of rates is exactly given by the ratio of degeneracies.
C. First-order moment: momentum density
Consider now the forward reaction (1) and the corresponding loss of momentum to the particles with velocity v s . The transfer variable in this case is ψ = m s v s , and starting from equation (8) , the contribution to the momentum equation is:
Similarly, the gain in momentum is given by the production of new particles with velocity
Using the relation:
we verify that the integrand does not depend on V * and its integration is trivially removed.
The net rate of change to the momentum density of species s is therefore:
Let us consider the last integral over the scattering angle. From Figure 1 , the vectors g, g ′ in the rotated frame (ξ, η, ς) are:
Therefore the integral yields:
We must now express the unit vectorĝ in the initial (x,ŷ,ẑ) frame, which is given by (7); integration over the ϕ variable leaves only one component, c θŵ , yielding:
Using (20) to replace the last integral and using the normalized variables (12) leads to:
A similar (but of opposite sign) expression can be obtained for the species of type t, as a result of the identity
We can now specify the type of collision. For an ℓ → u excitation, we follow (15), to yield:
For deexcitation, we follow (17):
Note that the expressions (39-40) are obtained in a frame where w is aligned with theẑ direction and corresponds to the change in momentum density along that direction. Thus, it is the component of a force parallel to w, while all components in the transverse directions are zero, by reason of symmetry 31 . The components in an arbitrary rest-frame must be obtained by projecting w.
Since the force density is approximately proportional to w, we can group all the other terms into the definition of a coefficient, such that
where K ↑ sℓ and K ↓ su are known as resistance coefficients:
It must be pointed out that when the collision is elastic, i.e., x = x ′ , we recover the expression of the momentum transfer cross section often used in transport calculation, i.e., σ m (x) ≡ σ(1 − cos χ ) (see for example 32 ). In the limit of weak divergence of mean fluid velocities (λ → 0) and isotropic scattering (G(χ) = 1/4π), we have:
Again, using the Klein-Rosseland relation, the excitation resistance coefficient can be written as:
As in the case of the zero-th order moment, we define the momentum exchange rates by:
In the case of weak divergence of mean fluid velocities and isotropic scattering, the ratio of the rate coefficients for the forward and backward processes is approximately:
Note that there is an additional contribution from high-order moment from the expansion.
This can be seen by further expanding the integrand of the numerator:
Note that even as λ → 0, the correction term does not vanish. Therefore, there is no equivalence between the resistance coefficients of the forward and backward processes in the limit λ → 0. However, this is perfectly understandable; note that the correction is proportional to the energy threshold, and since kinetic energy must be removed from particle s in order to achieve excitation, but not for deexcitation, there must also be an imbalance in the momentum exchange rate. As expected, this imbalance vanishes for elastic collisions (x * → 0), and the rates are consistent with the detailed balance of the mass exchange. In all cases, detailed balance is enforced through relation (26) at the microscopic level.
D. Second-order moment: total energy density
The net rate of change of total energy of species s can be obtained by setting ψ = 1 2
s into equation (11):
Using the transformation defined in Appendix B,
The integration of the first term in the square bracket is zero since
can easily see that the second term in brackets is simply R s · U by comparing with (34) .
Similarly, the last term in (49) is identified as −(m t /M)∆εΓ st . The third term in brackets involves the following dot product:
We can now perform the averaging over the scattering angle; in particular, we have
Thus, we obtain, after integration over ϕ:
where the last angular integral is
Therefore, after the change of variables g → z:
The factor in front of the integral can be re-arranged to yield:
Using the identity γ(2kT ) = 2µ M k(T t − T s ), the final result has a traditional form:
with the thermal resistance coefficient defined as:
This result is general, and we can now make the usual substitutions for excitation:
In the case of deexcitation, we can still use the general formula (54), except that in this case, ∆ε = −ε * . This can be seen if we start from eq. (48), which gives us:
Again, one can easily recognize the standard formulae:
which could also be obtained directly from (55 -56), with the usual substitutions (17) .
We can also express the source term for particle t, using:
Comparing with (49), we easily obtain (note the inversion of T s and T t in the last term):
with R
s . Combining both s and t fluids, the only term remaining is the loss of energy equal to the energy gap between the levels, as expected. Note also that this energy loss is distributed to the respective fluids according to the ratio of masses, such that the lighter element receives the major contribution. This is also an expected result, similar to the energy exchange due to elastic collisions, and due to the kinematics of collision.
In the limits of near single-fluid (λ → 0) and isotropic scattering, we have:
The thermal relaxation rates can be extracted similarly:
The ratio of the thermal relaxation rates can be written as:
Similar to the case of momentum transfer rates, the correction terms do not vanish when λ → 0 due to contribution from high-order moments.
III. Numerical Results
In the following sections, we carry out a numerical evaluation and verification of the exchange rates derived in II B, II C and II D, for the case of free electrons interacting with hydrogen atoms; these processes include electron-neutral elastic collision and electron-impact excitation and deexcitation. Ionization and recombination are currently omitted and will be included in future work. For comparison purpose, we also show the exchange rates due to Coulomb collision, i.e., electron-hydrogen ion, which is the dominating elastic exchange mechanism for plasma with high ionization fraction.
The notations are slightly modified to better distinguish each type of interaction. We use superscripts (en), (ei) and (xd) to denote electron-neutral, electron-ion (Coulomb), and excitation/deexcitation (as a whole) collisions, respectively. These grouped notations are useful, for example, when looking at the net momentum (or energy) transfer due to each type of collision. The symbols ↑, ↓ are still retained to indicate individual excitation and deexcitation rates. For each transition between two atomic states, we use the convention of indexing the final state on the left, and the initial state on the right, i.e., (f |i). For example, ̟ ↑ (u|ℓ) is the forward excitation rate from ℓ to u, and ̟ ↓ (ℓ|u) is the reverse process. The energy levels and cross sections models for atomic hydrogen are given in classical form and summarized in Appendix C.
A. Reaction Rates
All the exchange rates (mass, momentum, energy) can be tabulated as a function of two parameters: the average thermal temperatureT , defined in appendix B, and a non-dimensional parameter λ, defined in eq. (12) , which corresponds to the relative mean kinetic energy. For convenience, we also define an equivalent drift temperature T w = λT 33 , such that all the rates can be tabulated in terms of two temperatures. Since the mass ratio between the electron and the atom is very small (m e ≪ M H ), we can drop terms of order m e /M and arrive at the following approximations: µ ≃ m e ,T ≃ T e , T w ≃ λT e and gT ≃ v e = 8kTe πme
. Therefore, all the exchange rates for electron-induced collisions (both elastic and inelastic) can be numerically evaluated in terms of the electron temperature T e and the drift temperature T w . Figure 2 shows example calculations of the zeroth-order reaction rates, defined in eqs. (22), (23) and (28), for electron-impact excitation and deexcitation between the first three atomic states of hydrogen. These rates exhibit a similar trend for the range of temperatures plotted here, that is, starting from low temperature, the rates first increase, reaching a plateau and then decrease as temperature further increases. The value at which the rate is maximum is very close to the threshold temperature of the transition. This trend holds both in the direction of increasing thermal T e (x-axis) or drift temperatures T w (y-axis).
It is clearly shown from Figure 2 that the reaction rates can be significantly different from the thermal limit when the relative mean velocity between two fluids is significant. In particular, one sees an increase of the reaction rate in the low temperature regime where T e and T w are small compared to the excitation temperature of the collision; this enhancement corresponds directly to the form of the cross sections. Therefore, one can expect that significant deviation from the thermal rate occurs when the mean kinetic energy is of the same order as the excitation temperature. This indicates that excitation and deexcitation among low energy states with large threshold energies are more sensitive to the multifluid effects. This is consistent with the prior statement we made when examining the ratio of forward and backward rates. Figure 3 shows the forward and backward reaction rates of the first transition between the ground state and the first excited state as a function of the thermal temperature for several drift temperature values. Even at very low thermal temperature (T e ≃ 0.1 eV), one can have significant excitation (̟ ≃ 10 −14 m 3 /s) due to a high drift temperature. In addition, Figure 3 also shows that in the limit λ → 0, the multifluid rate, as formulated here, converges to the expression for thermal limit, given in eq. (C.3), as expected. Figure 4 shows the reaction rates as a function of the drift temperature for several thermal temperature values; here we can identify a different asymptotic limit of the rate. In the limit λ → ∞, the electron velocity distribution function approaches the form of a delta function centered at the relative mean velocity w, and the reaction rates approach the beam limit given by eq. (C.5). It must be noted that in the numerical integration of the multifluid rates, e.g., eq. (22), the energy grid x needs to be refined near the value of the the mean kinetic energy λ to avoid numerical error due to the integration over a delta function.
B. Momentum and Energy Exchange Rates
We now compute the momentum and energy exchange rates due to both excitation and deexcitation, and compare with those due to elastic collisions (electron-neutral and electronion). Recall from eq. (55) that the total energy transfer include three terms: the first term due to work done by friction in the COM reference frame, the second term due to thermal resistance (or thermal relaxation), and the last one due to heat release/absorption due to chemical reaction. There are three different rate coefficients associated with each of these processes, namely the momentum exchange rate κ, thermal relaxation rate j, and the reaction rate ̟. In this section, we will focus on examining the momentum exchange and thermal 
It can be seen from the previous two equations that in order to compute the rate for the case of elastic collisions, we only need the so-called momentum transfer cross section σ (en)m (x) ≡ σ (en) (1− cos χ ). These cross sections are available for a wide range of neutral species due to their extensive use in calculation of transport properties (see for example 13 ). The electronneutral collision cross section utilized in this work is taken from Bray and Stelbovics 34 . For inelastic collisions, we need the full DCS, i.e., both σ(x) and G(x, χ) in eq. (9) cross section of the form:
where ln Λ is the well-known Coulomb logarithm,
Typically, ln Λ ≈ 5 − 20; for convenience, we take a constant value of ln Λ = 5 for all the plots shown here. In this case, the momentum exchange and thermal relaxation rates can be obtained in exact forms 28 :
where erf is the typical error function.
Due to the lack of data of the DCS for inelastic processes, we have used an analytical Born scattering approximation for a Coulomb screened potential 13 , given by the following form:
where C is a normalization constant such that 2π
This angular-dependent DCS has been used to compute momentum transfer and thermal relaxation rates for both electron-neutral and excitation/deexcitation collisions. We note here that the angulardependent DCS's G for excitation and deexcitation have to satisfy detailed balance 30 :
The above condition implies that the probability for a deexcitation collision with an incident energy ε to have a scattering angle of χ is the same as that for an excitation collision with an incident energy ε+ε * ; therefore, one cannot independently specify both DCS's for the forward and backward processes. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the computed elastic momentum transfer cross sections to the result from a direct close-coupling calculation of Bray and Stelbovics 34 ; the agreement between the two is excellent. Using the angular-dependent DCS defined in eq. (68), the exchange rates, e.g., κ and j, can be computed for each bound-bound transition and summed over all transitions to yield the total rates:
Based on the total frictional and thermal resistance coefficients, we can extract average momentum transfer and thermal relaxation rates for all excitation/deexcitation processes as follows:
where n n = k n k is the total atomic number density (summation over levels). Note that according to our definitions, the exchange rates κ (xd) and j (xd) contain terms designating the population of the excited states, e.g., n k /n n . For comparison purpose, these average rates are calculated by assuming a Boltzmann distribution of the atomic states, i.e., n k = n n g k e −E k /kT B Zn and Z n = k∈n g k e −E k /kT B . One can see that in this case the population of the excited states is effectively replaced by a Boltzmann distribution characterized by a temperature T B . This step is only done for the comparison shown below. In a CR calculation, the detailed population of the atomic states (equilibrium or not) is known and the exchange rates are computed for each transition as specified in eq. (70). Figure 6 shows a comparison between the momentum exchange and thermal relaxation rates for three different processes: electron-neutral, electron-ion (Coulomb), and excitation/deexcitation collisions. For clarity, the rates due to Coulomb collision are only shown for value of T e > 1 eV. Two important observations can be deduced from this plot. Firstly, when the atoms are cold, i.e., T B is low, the inelastic exchange rates are much smaller than elastic ones. This is due to the fact that when T B is low, only collisions between the ground state and a first few excited states are significant; the rates for these transitions are low compared to the others due to larger energy threshold. As the atoms are being excited and T B increases, transitions among highly excited states become significant, leading to an overall increase in the total rates. These rates eventually exceed those due to elastic collisions as can be noticed in region (I) in Figure 6 for the dash-dotted and dotted lines. Secondly, the rates due to inelastic processes tends to have a slower drop-off at high temperature compared to the elastic rates, which suggests that at sufficiently high temperature, the main momentum and energy transfer mechanisms (region (II) in Figure 6 ) are due to inelastic collisions. In addition, one can also observe that the thermal relaxation rates decrease at low thermal and high drift temperatures (red solid curve with and without circles). This is due the cancellation of two terms inside the last bracket of eq. (56); the second term has a multiplicative factor of λ hence its magnitude is increased at high drift temperature. Thus, we are led to the important conclusion that one cannot neglect momentum and energy transfer due to inelastic collisions. The only justification for neglecting these terms is when the atoms are cold and thermal temperature is low, but both of these conditions will not be realized in most practical systems.
C. Verification
The accuracy of the derived formulas of the exchange source terms are verified against direct evaluation of the full transfer integral (3) over six dimensional space using Monte Carlo method. The procedure for the Monte Carlo integration is as follows: (1) sum of these rates will follow the correct probability distribution function of the samples.
For brevity, we only show an example calculation of the zeroth-order reaction rate for an excitation and deexcitation from levels 2 and 5. Figure 7 shows a detailed comparison between the rate expressions obtained from eqs. (22) and (23) 
D. Zero-dimensional Calculations
We conducted zero-dimensional (0D) calculations for a constant-volume (isochoric) system to support our findings in sections III A and III B, which include the following: (1) reaction rates can be enhanced when the relative mean drift velocity is significant, and (2) momentum transfer and thermal relaxation due to inelastic collisions are non-negligible. The system contains hydrogen atoms and a small fraction of free electrons and ions. Here we consider an electron-hydrogen two-fluid system. The relaxation between the heavy particles are assumed to be infinitely fast such that they can be described as a single heavy fluid with a bulk velocity u h and a temperature T h . The governing equations are described in appendix D, and the resultant system of ordinary differential equations is solved using the Radau5 method of Hairer and Wanner 35 , which is ideally suited for stiff problems.
The initial conditions for the number densities and temperatures of the heavy particles and free electrons are summarized in Table I . Initially, all the atoms are at the ground state (denoted by k = 1 in table I) with a translational temperature of 0.3 eV. The atoms and ions are assumed to be at rest, i.e., their mean velocity is zero. The free electrons have a temperature of 2 eV, and their mean velocity is varied to demonstrate the multifluid effects.
While the electron number density is fixed for all the test cases shown here, the ion density is varied to examine the role of Coulomb collisions. In all the test cases, we include the first 10 atomic levels of hydrogen according to the model described in Appendix C.
In the first test, we perform the calculation with various initial mean velocities of the electrons, or equivalently, the drift temperatures T w . The number density of ions is set to zero number density temperature atomic n k = 0.9n t for k = 1 0.3 eV states n k = 10 −15 n t otherwise ion n i = f n e ; f = 0, 0.2, 1 0.3 eV electron n e = 0.1n t 2 eV Table I . Initial conditions of 0D test cases. The ion density is varied for each test case. For all cases, the total atomic density n t is 10 20 m −3 .
in this test, so there is no Coulomb collision. Figure 8 shows the time evolution of the number densities of the excited states during the isochoric heating process for two extreme cases: T w = 0.01 and 10 eV; the former corresponds to a single-fluid calculation of a thermal bath with a warm electron population, and the latter corresponds to a situation where an electron beam is injected to the system. One can clearly see from Figure 8 that there is an enhancement to the excitation process, indicated by an early increase in the population of excited states, due to the presence of a non-zero mean velocity of the electrons. The same argument can be made from Figure 9 , which shows the time evolution of the temperatures for three cases of different initial T w . In this plot, the Boltzmann temperature T B indicates the degree of excitation of the atom. It must be pointed out that the enhancement in excitation, however, persists on the time scale of the momentum relaxation process, which is indicated by a drop in T w at approximately 3 × 10 −7 sec as shown in the bottom plot of Figure 9 . After this time, the momentum of the electrons is completely absorbed by the atom, signifying a change to single-fluid kinetics. In all the test cases, the excitation proceeds at a time scale much smaller than the resolution of the figures, i.e., T B approximately goes from 0 to 0.7 eV in 10 −9 sec. As mentioned before, when T B is sufficiently large, the momentum exchange and thermal relaxation rates from inelastic collisions cannot be neglected.
In the second test, we specifically identify the effect of inelastic collisions. In these test cases, we slowly introduce the ions which effectively increase thermalization between the heavy particles and the electron via Coulomb collisions. The friction is negligible since T w ≈ 0, and there are only thermal relaxation and heat release from reaction. It is clearly shown that inelastic collisions do contribute to the total energy transfer between the electrons and atoms, leading to a faster temperature equilibration T h −T e −T B . These effects are most noticeable when the ion density is low due to a weaker contribution of Coulomb collisions. Nevertheless, we observe under-prediction of temperature relaxation in all cases when inelastic energy exchanges are omitted. It is interesting to point out here that while T e − T B equilibration is due to the heat release/absorption term, T e − T h equilibration is only due to the thermal relaxation term. This result is quite intriguing, since the impact of inelastic collisions on thermal relaxation is normally neglected in most of single-fluid multitemperature calculations. Figure 11 shows the results for the same three test cases above but now with an initial drift temperature T w = 10 eV. One can make the same argument that inelastic collisions further enhance the temperature equilibration process. However, it is worthwhile to point out that during the time period 10 −8 < t < 10 −7 , the electrons, although being decelerated due to friction, are also heated due to the work done by the same force (first term on the right hand side of eq. (D.5a)). This thermal heating term contains contribution from both elastic and inelastic collisions, which explains why the electron temperature drops faster towards equilibrium when inelastic exchanges are neglected. Finally we should emphasize that the thermal equilibrium between all components (T B , T e , T h ) can be obtained purely from inelastic collisions, as a result of properly accounting for detailed balance in our model; elastic collisions are not required to achieve equilibrium, but of course are needed to obtain the correct rate of relaxation.
IV. Concluding Remarks
We have presented a model for inelastic collisions for electronic excitation and deexcitation within the context of a multifluid description of a plasma. The model is rigorously derived from kinetic theory and is applicable to any multifluid plasma, irrespective of the mass ratio, and strictly obeys the detailed balance principle. The appropriate mass transfer rates and momentum and thermal resistance coefficients are derived, and are found to satisfy the proper asymptotic limits, such that in the limit of vanishing energy gap, the well-known expressions for elastic collisions are recovered.
Numerical evaluations of the multifluid rates are carried out for a two-fluid electron-hydrogen plasma using Bohr model for the energy levels and semi-classical cross sections. Several numerical tests were performed in a virtual (zero-dimensional) test cell, and both the known thermal and beam limits were correctly recovered from the model. We also found that in some plasma conditions of interest, the contribution of the inelastic collisions to the resistance coefficients is significant, contrary to the usual assumptions made in current multifluid models. While this work is focused on two-body reactions, extension to ionization and recombination processes is currently under examination, and will be presented in a future article. where M = m s +m t . The inverse transformation yields: For an excitation between two atomic levels, the transferred energy is a fixed value ∆ε ≡ ε * > 0, the energy gap between levels. For a deexcitation, we use the same formulation as above (i.e. post-collision variables indicated by a prime), but in this case, ∆ε = −ε * < 0. In the limit ∆ε → 0, the collision is elastic.
Appendix B Separation of variables
Consider the Maxwellian velocity distribution functions (VDF) of each particle type, normalized to unity, e.g. (recall that c = v−u): 
